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Is Youth Work an 
endangered profession in 
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HUDCRES (University of Huddersfield Centre for Research in 
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‘Is youth work still needed?’ (France and 
Wiles, 1997)

 1997 was the first year of New Labour government (Blair);

 France and Wiles wrote ‘Dangerous Futures:  Social 
Exclusion and Youth Work in Late Modernity’;

 They concluded that changes in late modern society 
necessitated new approaches to youth work in England’s 
statutory sector;

 They proposed work tailored to ‘market segments’ – but 
has this happened? Does it remain an idea worth 
consideration? What might it look like?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I seized on a single subheading in France and Wiles’s 1997 article ‘Dangerous Futures: Social Exclusion and Youth Work in Late Modernity’, ‘Is youth work still needed’? The article was published in December 1997. On May 1st 1997 New Labour had won with a huge majority. The new government set up the Social Exclusion Unit and began to try to address intransigent problems from teenage pregnancy / lack of aspiration / anti-social behaviour, which had long beset British society. Drawing on Giddens, they posited that we were living in an era best described as ‘late modernity’. At the time they saw ‘social, economic and political change’ as creating ‘tensions’ for Youth Services and youth workers. They concluded that changes were needed if services were to survive. Ulrich Beck identified the ‘risk society’ which appears particularly prescient in the light of Brexit. Change and uncertainty pervade everything in the UK at the moment. 75% YP aged 18-24 voted ‘remain’ – but 64% didn’t vote. So only 27% voted ‘remain’… Youth work emerged in response to modernity. Industrialisation in particular generated conditions where young people moved from education to employment in a linear fashion. The route was clear whether they liked it or not. The labour market, the family and other societal structures directed and constrained. Often impelled by a desire to improve the working classes (sometimes due to their profound faith), middle class men and women voluntarily set up clubs and movements. Youth activities supported physical and mental health and helped with the transition to adult society.  Two world wars saw huge changes and the second saw the birth of the Welfare State. Issues such as housing, welfare, health and education were taken under the aegis of government and local government departments. Local authorities took on responsibility for local youth activities although this never became a legal requirement. Moreover voluntary activities continued to run in parallel, forming complex networks that differed across the country.  By 1997 the situation had changed. France and Wiles identified a series of factors affecting young people.Demand for young workers had diminished. The transition to adulthood had become less linear, replaced by ‘extended forms of dependency’ (France and Wiles 1997, 67). The age when young people could access benefits and housing increased. Student grants vanished.The concept of ‘lifestyle’ and access to material goods became increasingly significant. Consumption. Extended areas of private property (eg shopping centres) from which young people could be excluded. Mosquitos. France and Wiles wrote their article before the advent of ASBOs and Dispersal Orders (Anti-Social Behaviour Act 2003 – the orders which cover a geographical zone give police extra orders to break up groups of 2 or more people if they’re thought to be causing a nuisance).Sale of public facilities such as school fields, sports centres and swimming pools leading to closure or higher prices.  Having painted a picture of late modernity, France and Wiles suggested that the public Youth Service’s response had not been adequate. Hence their question. They had undertaken research which brought them into contact with youth workers and they do not appear to have been impressed. On the one hand France and Wiles felt that the statutory youth service had not responded to societal changes. On the other hand their research found that ‘contemporary youth workers… seem often to operate with a naïve radicalism’ (p72). For them youth workers lacked a ‘sophisticated understanding’ of youth work’s place ‘in the political economy of late modernity’ (p72). Their key suggestion was that youth work’s approach was universal and didn’t differentiate between young people and their differing needs and interests. They propose a more tailored approach, ‘targeted’ to ‘market segments’. Since 1997 the word ‘targeted’ has acquired a specific interpretation of work being aimed at specific young people who meet particular criteria. I found France and Wiles’s article interesting because over the 2 decades after their article was published the youth service has been obliterated by government-implemented austerity policies. These could be seen as the result of the global financial crisis of 2008 (sub-prime mortgages from the period immediately preceding the year) or the result of the right wing government’s ideological antipathy towards the public sector and their resultant goal of dismantling the welfare state. Or a combination. 



Existing approaches

 Detached youth work;

 Youth workers in school settings: supplementary and 
complementary provision, pupil referral units and 
alternative education schemes;

 Youth workers in college settings: supporting specific 
groups of yp, working with elected student representatives 
in student unions, providing pastoral support. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Detached youth work = hard core work. Long history and tradition. Work with ‘unclubbables’ in 1950s and 1960s (see Joan Tash), work with gangs and groups hanging out in public places. Some work now is due to closure of buildings.Coburn and Wallace provided a useful typology of youth work approaches in schools in Scotland. Many of these are also found in England. Teacher training is very narrow in terms of thinking about the purpose of education. Education is target driven. Banking education – not liberatory. Is it time to rebrand social pedagogy?In FE colleges for example support for yp ‘in care’. 



New Approaches

 National Citizenship Service (originally proposed 2011 and 
a statutory service since 2016);

 Setting focussed work (health / hospital settings, housing, 
drugs agencies etc.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
National Citizenship Service (NCS) was David Cameron’s vision to give all 16-17 year olds the experience he’d had as a member of the cadet corps at Eton. It’s 4-week programmes including outdoor pursuits and community action. YP work together and the idea is that they meet people from different backgrounds and learn to work together. There are few reliable statistics about this. How many yp actually complete the experience? Some yp are passionate advocates of the scheme. Mumsnet discussion threads suggest great enthusiasm from the middle classes but some point out that cheap outdoor pursuits courses aren’t necessarily meant for them…. Tanya de St Croix (2011) has looked at the scheme and considered things including the nature of the evaluation questions.Some youth workers are sceptical about NCS. However in May 2016 it was given statutory status. This is something youth workers had long sought for youth work. Blair’s government maintained that its Connexions scheme would be given it. But this is the first genuine statutory status for a youth work type provision. It provides work for yw for a few weeks in summer and a small number of people at organisational level throughout the year. Some workers are able to provide extended aspects over longer periods. As with previous government innovations, some workers will refuse to participate. France and Wiles wrote about the statutory youth service and did not look at youth work in alternative settings. Whilst councils, the traditional employers of youth workers, have reduced their role in work with young people, other organisations have discovered the potential benefits of employing youth workers to support their work. Housing associations, hospitals, drugs and alcohol agencies and health authorities find that youth workers can contribute to their purpose. These organisations have their own targets and youth workers contribute to their realisation. In hospitals for example, youth workers are sometimes attached to specific medical specialisms. Redthread has youth workers in the A&E units of four London hospitals. They work with the victims of youth violence and work alongside medical personnel. They describe the emergency as a ‘moment of vulnerability’ that can be ‘a time of change’ for young people. Redthread explains, ‘In this moment many are more able than ever to question what behaviour and choices have led them to this hospital bed and, with specialist youth worker support, pursue change they haven’t felt able to before. We focus on this moment and encourage and support young people in making healthy choices and positive plans to disrupt the cruel cycle of violence that can too easily lead to re-attendance, re-injury and devastated communities’.A youth worker in a diabetes clinic is running youth club type sessions but alongside supporting young people to take decisions which improve their health outcomes. The workers have health related targets. The success – or otherwise – of their work can be measured when yp have their blood tested!



Potential areas for 
development

 Intergenerational work (see Tony Jeffs’s recent writings);

 Drama, art and music (damage to school curriculum done 
by e-bacc and focus on ‘academic’ subjects);

 Entrepreneurial initiatives;

 Work with the ‘digital generation’ of young people where 
they’re present (particularly YouTube).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tony Jeffs (2015) has written about the way yp are now separated from other generations – he used the phrase ‘a dangerous form of epistemic closure’ Jeffs 2015 p88). Rather than working alongside a wide range of ages of people, they’re corralled into schools and colleges until they’re 18. He sees a growth in barriers between generations which points towards a need to develop ways to bring people together. Drama, art and music are activities which youth workers often turn to. More important now the English Bacc doesn’t include them. Schools are having to reduce the range on offer. Fear of impact on creative industries. Youth workers need additional skills as they need to develop their own youth work enterprises and / or support young people in doing so. Young people socialise online. Youth workers haven’t seized on opportunities presented by the internet. Initially they were suspicious maybe due to the internet’s association with pornography / violent gaming. Also initially the cost of networked computers. Cyber bullying is a problem: bullying used to happen outside the home but now it can be 24/7. Atkinson et al (2009) propose peer education as the best way to promote skills in dealing with it. Many yp follow YouTube presenters like Zoella, Louise Pentland (‘Sprinkle of Glitter’), Charlie MacDonnell (Charlieissocoollike), Jack and Finn Harries (Jacksgap). Tanya Burr has over 3 million subscribers. Female vloggers often focus on fashion and make-up but also talk about depression, bullying, anxiety and relationships. The model of masculinity is far removed from ‘the masculine orthodoxy of previous generations’ (Morris and Anderson, 2015 p1212). Subscribers feel they’ve got real relationships with presenters who typically film themselves in their bedrooms or other homely locations. They’re very inclusive. Their followers respond to what they see and long discussions take place with people forming virtual communities of interest. YP get information online. Since the demise of Careers Guidance (another victim of austerity) yp have sought out online alternatives. However yp are not digitally savvy despite appearances and lack the skills to identify credible and unaccredited sites. Where do they learn these skills? It’s all haphazard. Some young youth workers are talking about the online space which could be home to youth work. If that’s where yp hang out, that’s where yw need to be. Currently the NYA’s site includes information and photos and some boring looking footage filmed in meeting rooms. 



Conclusion: Is youth work still
needed – or not?

 Austerity combined with / resulting from governmental 
ideological opposition to public sector means scant ££ and 
nobody knows what impact Brexit will have;

 Young people still need access to professionals who aren’t their 
parents / carers or teachers;

 Youth workers need to consider how they’re using their skills, 
values and knowledge: do young people engage of their own 
volition? Does the work have an educational foundation?

 There are exciting new directions from specialist settings to You 
Tube that youth work might take in England.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question marks feature in my concluding points. Right now there is no certainty about how the UK’s future will pan out. Did youth workers’ ‘naïve radicalism’ leave them in a perpetually vulnerable, confrontational position where they were destined to ‘lose’? Or does it mean they can operate as ‘free agents’? 
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